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ABSTRACT 

Variation of ocean environmental parameters is important to sound ray propagation. This article studies the problem of 
sound ray propagation in seawater by BELLHOP ray model. The sensitivities of sound ray propagation to the variations 
of seabed topography and depth of sound source by simulation. The results show that the depth variation of sound 
source is the main cause for emerging and disappearing of surface sound channel, accumulation area and deep sound 
channel. The deviation of sound ray propagation is in accordance with seabed topography change. 
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1. Introduction 

When propagating in seawater, sound ray may be af- 
fected by environmental factors such as sea surface and 
submarine boundary. The study of sound ray propagation 
in seawater is mainly ray theory. Sound wave propaga- 
tion in seawater is looked up as sound ray propagation in 
medium in the context of high frequency. The change of 
sound intensity, the time and distance of sound ray pro- 
pagation in space are mainly studied. Ray acoustics is an 
approximate method, which is only for the sound wave 
of high frequency. But in many cases, this method is ef- 
fective and effective to solve the problem in seawater [1]. 

Modeling and Simulating of sound wave propagation 
is important to sonar’s using and optimum designing in 
water. There are already some simulating study reports 
on sea sound propagation effect and characteristic of 
sound channel under perfect environment [2,3]. 

2. Numerical Model of Acoustic Propagation 

To simulation study the difference of sound channel in 
different condition frames; it is emulational calculated the 
difference of sound channel by BELLHOP radial model. 
BELLHOP model by Gaussian approximate method, 
which was brought out by Porter, etc. [4], deals prefera- 
bly with energy caustic and absolute shadow zone. 

Supposing the sound pressure P on some sound ray 
propagation is: 

     , , iP s n A s s n

  is circumference ratio, A is amplitude on the direc- 
tion of sound ray,   is influence function which is per- 
pendicular to the direction of sound ray, s is arc length on 
the direction of sound ray, n is displacement which is 
perpendicular to the direction of sound ray centre,   is 
time of sound ray propagation. 

In case of cylindrical coordinates, control equations of 
sound ray propagation are [5]: 
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and r is horizontal distance, z is horizontal depth,   and 
  are two middle variables which have relationship of 
grazing angle, cos c  , sin c  . 

3. Simulation Calculation of Sound Ray 
Spreading Related with Distance 

In BELLHOP model, supposing the sound velocity pro- 
file is like Figure 1, emulation calculated is under the 
condition of changing the environmental factors. When 
upslope, sound source is set as 50 m, 500 m, 1500 m and 
4000 m under water; angle of incidence is 1˚, 3˚, 5˚, 8˚, 
respectively; frequency of sound wave is 1000 Hz; sub- 
marine substrate is silt, in accordance with the parameter 
of geoacoustics by Hamilton [6], substrate parameter: den- 
sity is 31767g m , compressional velocity is 1623 m/s, 
compressional attenuation coefficient is 0.673 dB/kHz; Y  e           (1) 
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Figure 1. Sound velocity profile. 
 
is vertical depth, unit is meter (m), X is horizontal dis- 
tance, unit is kilometer (km). 

When downslope, case 1: sound source is set as 50 m 
under water, angle of incidence is 1˚, 3˚, 5˚, 8˚, respect- 
tively, frequency of sound wave is 1000 Hz, submarine 
substrate is silt, Y is vertical depth, unit is meter (m), X 
is horizontal distance, unit is kilometer (km); case 2: 
sound source is set as 50 m under water, angle of inci- 
dence is –2˚, –1˚, 1˚, 2˚. Frequency of sound wave is 
1000 Hz, submarine substrate is silt, Y is vertical depth, 
unit is meter (m), X is horizontal distance, and unit is 
kilometer (km). 

When wavy terrain, case 1: sound source is set as 50 m, 
500 m, 1500 m and 3000 m under water, angle of inci-  

dence is 1˚, 3˚, 5˚, 8˚, respectively, frequency of sound 
wave is 1000 Hz, submarine substrate is silt, Y is vertical 
depth, unit is meter (m), X is horizontal distance, unit is 
kilometer (km); case 2: sound source is set as 50 m under 
water, angle of incidence is –2˚, –1˚, 1˚, 2˚, Frequency of 
sound wave is 1000 Hz, submarine substrate is silt, Y is 
vertical depth, unit is meter (m), X is horizontal distance, 
and unit is kilometer (km). 

4. Analysis of Simulation Result 

Figure 1 is sound velocity profile. Figures 2-6, Figures 
9-12 are the sound ray pictures of upslope and downslope 
under the conditions of different sound depths by emula- 
tion calculation. Figures 7-8 are the sound ray pictures 
of downslope under the conditions of two sound ray an- 
gles. Figure 9 and Figure 13 are the sound ray pictures 
of wavy terrain under the conditions of two sound ray 
angles. 

4.1. The Influence of Submarine Topography 

In picture, the distance of sound ray propagation is in- 
creasing as the horizontal distance increases in whole 
water area. The sound rays are convergence around the 
sound ray centre and sound ray bends to the sea bottom 
with biggish angle away from the center. The horizontal 
distances that the sound ray reaching sea bottom vary 
with different transmitting angles, and sound ray is ema- 
native because of the different angles and horizontal dis- 
tance increasing. Sound ray propagates in accumulation 
area form. 
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Figure 2. Ray picture for upslope seabed when setting sound source at 50 m below sea surface. 
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Figure 3. Ray picture for upslope seabed when setting sound 
source at 500 m below sea surface. 

4.2. The Influence of Sound Velocity Profile 

From Figures 2, 9 and 13, when sound source is set as 50 
m, sound ray of specified angle propagates between 0 km 
and 50 km in horizon, surface channel appears between 0 
m and 100 m in vertical, and surface channel turns to 
accumulation area when the distance increases in horizon. 
Because the sound velocity profile is constant speed struc- 
ture in the depth of 100 m under seawater, surface chan-
nel emerges. In this channel, sound ray refracts so re-
peatedly that it loss huge energy and its velocity brings 
down. For this it could reach the sound velocity area of 
negative gradient, and propagates as accumulation area. 

4.3. The Influence of Sound Source Depth 

From Figures 2-6 and Figures 9-12, when sound source 
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Figure 4. Ray picture for upslope seabed when setting sound source at 1500 m below sea surface. 
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Figure 5. Ray picture for upslope seabed when setting sound source at 3000 m below sea surface. 
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Figure 6. Ray picture for upslope seabed when setting sound source at 4000 m below sea surface. 
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Figure 7. Ray picture for downslope seabed (case 1). 
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Figure 8. Ray picture for downslope seabed (case 2). 
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Figure 9. Ray picture for wavy terrain when setting sound source at 50 m below sea surface (case 1). 
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Figure 10. Ray picture for wavy terrain when setting sound source at 500 m below sea surface (case 1).
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Figure 11. Ray picture for wavy terrain when setting sound source at 1500 m below sea surface (case 1). 
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Figure 12. Ray picture for wavy terrain when setting sound source at 3000 m below sea surface (case 1).
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Figure 13. Ray picture for wavy terrain (case 2). 
 

 set as different depth, sound ray propagates as different 4.4. The Influence of Sound Ray Angle 

 of 
hin sea sur- 

is
ways in those depths. 1) When sound source is set as 50 
m under water, sound ray propagates 50 km in horizon as 
surface channel and accumulation area because of the sound  
velocity profile; 2) When sound source is set as 500 m 
under water, sound ray bends to the bottom, and refracts 
to the sea surface, then refracts to the bottom again. Be- 
cause the phenomenon is iterative, it forms the accumu- 
lation area in wavy terrain and sound ray refracts itera- 
tively in upslope; 3) When sound source is set as 1500 m 
under water in upslope, sound ray propagates between 
500 m and 2500 m in vertical, and propagates with sub- 
marine topography; 4) When sound source is 3000 m un- 
der water, sound ray always bends to the general trends 
of sea surface, and refracts to the sea bottom, then re- 
fracts to the surface again. This phenomenon is iterative. 
Sound ray propagates with submarine topography when 
sound ray come under the topography just as upslope. 

und rayWhen sound source is 50 m under water, so
certain angles propagate as surface channel wit
face. Case 1: when upslope and wavy terrain, angle of 
sound ray is 1 1    . When the angle is 2    , 
sound ray bends to sea surface as biggish angle, then 
refracts rapidl of the biggish angle. Biggish 
angle makes sound ray in this angle range not refract in 
the speed boundary of constant speed structure, and can 
not propagate as surface channel; when the angle is 

2   , sound ray refracts in the speed boundary of con- 
stant speed structure instead of refraction, bends to the 

 instead of surface channel. Case 2: when down- 
slope, sound ray propagates as surface channel in all an- 
gle, because sound rays of biggish angle bend to surface 
and bottom, form multiple refraction, original propaga- 
tion angle are changed. This phenomenon makes sound 
ray propagate as sound channel. 

y because 

bottom
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1) When uoslope and wavy terrain, the angle is  
1 1    , sound ray propagates as surface channel , 

propagation distance is increasing as   increases
 15). When 

 (Fig-
ures 14 and   increases 1˚, the propagation 
distance minish 2 - 3 km; 2) When soun  ray comes under 
the downslope topograph and propagates 50 km as sur-
face channel in horizon (Figure 16) except the biggish 

angle. The distance of sound ray propagating minish er- 
ratically as angle 

d
y 

  increases; when the angle of sound 
ray refracting around sea surface is in agreement with 
topographical grade, sound ray refracts at sea bottom and 
propagates with topography, then separates from the bot- 
tom at 47 km in horizon as wave propagation instead of 
accumulation area (Figure 17).
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Figure 14. Sound ray picture for upslope seabed. 
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Figure 15. Sound ray picture for downslope seabed with ray angles of 1˚, 3˚, 5˚, 8˚. 
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Figure 16. Sound ray picture for wavy terrain. 
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Figure 17. Sound ray picture for wavy terrain. 
 

. Conclusions 

Ocean Environmental Factors has obviously regional and 
seasonal characteristic which are expressions of subma- 
rin topography’s undulation and the change of sound 
velocity profile. This article studies on the emulation of 
sound channel propagation in different conditions by 
HELLHOP radial model, discusses the sensitivity of sound 
ray propagation to the changes of these factors by chang- 
ing submarin topography, depth of sound source and sound 
ray angle. Emulation calculation shows that: 

1) It is more complicated on the influence by config- 
uring of sound source—depth of receiving than the result 
of experience formula. When sound source is at 50 m, 
500 m, 1500 m and 3000 m under water, it is influential 
on the propagation; 

2) Sound ray propagates with submarin topography, 
and the extent of pattern variation is similar to the extent 
of topographic pace; 

3) Sound ray angle is important to sound ray propaga- 
tion. Sound ray propagates as surface channel within the 
distance of 50km in horizon. This distance is increasing 

5
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as angle   minishs, and when   increases 1˚, the pro- 
pagation distance minishs 2 - 3 km. 
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